Chuck Berry Museum Exhibit Poster

Names___________________________________________________________

Topic___________________________________________________________

Directions:
You will work with your group to create a poster that will be part of a class exhibit on Chuck Berry’s contributions to Rock and Roll. In order to create the poster, you must:
1. Read through your packet of source materials and watch the videos as directed.
2. Discuss each of the sources/videos, using the questions in the packet as a guide.
3. Work together to write a paragraph of four to six sentences highlighting the importance of the specific contribution made by Chuck Berry that you have examined. Be sure the paragraph is entirely in your own words, and contains proper citations for all sources used.
4. Identify at least two visual images that illustrate this specific contribution that you would like to include on your poster. These may be images you have found from online sources or original drawings created by your group members.
5. Identify one Chuck Berry song that illustrates this specific contribution.
6. Write a one- or two-sentence explanation of why you chose this song, and how it illustrates the contribution described in your poster.
7. Draw a rough sketch of your poster in the space provided.
8. Assemble all the elements onto your poster. Make sure the poster includes:
   ➢ A title
   ➢ Your paragraph
   ➢ Two illustrations
   ➢ The name of the song and explanation of why it was chosen
   ➢ Any other elements that help explain the contribution your poster describes
   ➢ Your names

Paragraph________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________


Images Selected

Song Selected

Explanation for Song

Sketch of Poster